Dear Colleague,
2019 may be winding down, but Medasense couldn’t wait for 2020 to launch new initiatives
and projects. We are extremely excited to reveal our brand new website and we have added
new assets to our NOL lecture video library! Read on for more.

New Website!

We are thrilled to share with you our new Medasense web site, highlighting access to our
Medasense Academy platform and to customer support, clinical evidence and numerous
videos. Come on over for a visit!

Nociception Monitoring from the Surgeon’s Perspective
Monitoring the patient’s pain response during surgery is
highly valuable for surgeons, providing feedback on
surgical techniques. Hear from surgeon Dr. med. Thomas
Kyriss, head of Thoracic Dept. at Klinikum Böblingen,
Germany. (6 min talk, 5 min Q&A, English subtitles.)

Chance to See NOL in the OR
Have you had a chance to see NOL monitoring in action
and how it safeguards the patient's condition during
surgery?
Watch our 7 min video.

New Case Reports and Pocket Guide
We are growing our knowledge base with new case reports from NOL users, presenting
insights on NOL utility and benefits. We recently published two new cases from
orthopedic surgery and robotic-assisted surgery. Click here to view. Have an interesting
case to share? Contact us.
We have also recently released a new Pocket Guide providing detailed information for
clinicians about how to implement NOL within clinical practice. Click here to request
your copy.

EuroSIVA - See you in Brussels

The world of intravenous anaesthesia is evolving with developments in pump technology, new
drugs and… monitoring. A unique EuroSIVA (European Society of Intravenous Anaesthesia)
scientific symposium is taking place on February 28-29, 2020 in Brussels, and the program is
super exciting. Looking forward to seeing you there!
NOL Around the World

Over the past couple of months our teams have been busy across Europe - showcasing NOL
monitoring with symposia, workshops and lectures at successful conferences in the UK,
Greece, Turkey, Sweden, Spain and France. In the "Live theatre workshop” (Germany), doctors
were able to go straight from the conference into surgeries, to see the NOL in action.

In case you missed our last newsletter, here's a chance to catch up.
Following us on LinkedIn is another great way to stay up to date on Medasense's upcoming
events and progress.
Until next time!
The Medasense team

Contact Us

